REVIEW OF ADDICTION {#sec0005}
===================

Addiction is a chronic relapsing disorder associated with profound adaptations in the brain. In the United States, an estimated 23 million people -- almost one in ten -- suffer from addiction to either alcohol or other illicit drugs. These findings indicate that substance use disorders have become a public health issue, and suggest that pharmacological approaches and psychosocial therapies targeting the withdrawal/negative affect stage of addiction could prevent propensity for relapse and reduce the socio and economic costs associated with substance use disorders \[[@ref001]\].

Addiction is characterized by three factors or stages \[[@ref004]\], and is now recognized as a chronic relapsing disease that can change both brain structure and function, ultimately leading to alterations in brain circuitry \[[@ref005]\]. Like any other diseases such as diabetes, cancer, or heart disease, addiction to illicit drugs is caused by a combination of biological, behavioral, and environmental factors. Although genetic vulnerability certainly contributes to the risk of developing addiction, behavior plays a critical role especially when it comes to reinforcing a habit \[[@ref006]\]. Notably, elegant functional studies in preclinical models of addiction-like behavior demonstrate that addiction is a complex disorder and can directly affect the reward-, pleasure-, motivation-pathway in the brain, and compromise memory functions which can assist with preserving memories associated with drug context, cues, and the drug itself \[[@ref007]\].

HIPPOCAMPUS IN ADDICTION {#sec0010}
========================

The hippocampus is essential for acquisition of new memories \[[@ref009]\]. It consists of three sub-divisions: dentate gyrus (DG), cornu ammonis (CA) 1, and CA3. Information is propagated from the entorhinal cortex (EC) to DG, DG to CA3 pyramidal neurons (mossy fibers), from CA3 to CA1 pyramidal neurons (Schaffer collaterals), and CA1 pyramidal neurons in turn project back to the cortex in unidirectional, feed-forward excitation manner forming the "tri-synaptic hippocampal circuit" \[[@ref011]\]. Excitatory perforant path fibers from the EC are the major afferents projecting to the DG \[[@ref013]\]. Each region involved in the tri-synaptic circuit has specific cell types and functional plasticity contributing to the storage, consolidation, retrieval of declarative, spatial, and associative long-term memory \[[@ref010]\]. The hippocampus is hypothesized to play a major role in the context of neurobiological alterations that could assist with the process of addiction-like behavior and propensity to relapse \[[@ref018]\]. For example, the hippocampus stores information about environmental cues associated with the drug \[[@ref021]\]. These memories help create a conditioned response -- craving -- whenever the individual encounters those related environmental cues. This is supported by the fact that approximately 40 to 60% of individuals who are addicted experience at least one relapse episode after an initial recovery. Therefore, behavioral therapies, including extinction learning are now aimed at helping individuals to unlearn the drug cues and context associated with the drug, while adopting healthier coping strategies to reduce or prevent relapse \[[@ref027]\].

ADULT NEUROGENESIS IN THE HIPPOCAMPUS {#sec0015}
=====================================

The DG is of particular interest as newly born granule cell neurons (GCNs) are continuously generated throughout adulthood via a process called neurogenesis in the adult mammalian brain \[[@ref031]\]. Therefore, the functional contribution of newly born and pre-existing (mature) GCNs to circuitry in the DG and the DG-dependent memory formation are being explored in several laboratories.

Over the past decade, the maturation process, integration of newly born GCNs into the existing hippocampal network, and the functional significance of neurogenesis has been researched extensively \[[@ref033]\]. General consensus asserts that it takes approximately one month for progenitor cells born from precursor radial glia-like stem cells to develop into newly born GCNs and additional weeks are required for full maturation of GCNs \[[@ref034]\]. During the first month, subgranular zone (SGZ) radial glia-like stem cells (Type 1 cells) and progenitor cells (Type 2, Type 3) have been shown to go through developmental stages with distinct morphological, physiological, and molecular characteristics \[[@ref037]\] ([Figs. 1](#bpl-3-bpl170058-g001){ref-type="fig"}--[3](#bpl-3-bpl170058-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Newborn GCNs are considered to originate from Type 1 radial glia-like stem cells in the subgranular layer. These cells extend processes into the molecular layer and express markers such as nestin, glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) and Sox2 \[[@ref038]\]. Furthermore, Type 1 cells have astrocytic properties including low input resistance and a resting potential near the *K*+ equilibrium potential \[[@ref040]\]. Activation of Type 1 cells is mediated by niche factors such as Notch or bone morphogenic protein \[[@ref041]\] and the neurotransmitter GABA \[[@ref043]\]. Type 1 cells likely give rise to Type 2 progenitor cells under the influence of additional local niche factors \[fibroblast growth factor-2 \[[@ref044]\], sonic hedgehog \[[@ref045]\], vascular endothelial growth factor \[[@ref046]\], and Wnt7a \[[@ref047]\]\]. During the first week of the maturation process, neuronal lineage-committed Type 2 cells begin to migrate into the inner granule cell layer of the DG. Initially, there are no clear dendritic or axonal processes and electrophysiological findings from whole-cell patch-clamp recordings indicate that the cells do not show spontaneous synaptic activity \[[@ref048]\]. However, these cells are tonically activated by ambient GABA \[[@ref049]\]. Electrophysiological recordings from retro-virally labeled cells three days after infection demonstrates that tonic inward excitatory current is selectively blocked by bicuculline, suggesting non-synaptic activation of GABA~A~ receptors on 3-day old progenitors \[[@ref050]\]. A subset of the cells retain Type 1 stem cell markers such as nestin and Sox2, whereas the remaining Type 2 cells begin to differentiate along a neuronal lineage becoming NeuroD and Prox1 positive and progressing into Type 3 neuroblasts expressing markers such as PSA-NCAM, calretinin and doublecortin before maturing into GCNs \[[@ref035]\]. One month later, these cells have the morphological and physiological characteristics of GCNs, though their full maturation and incorporation into functional circuits appears to be a prolonged process ([Fig. 1](#bpl-3-bpl170058-g001){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates distinct morphological and electrophysiological properties of newly born and mature GCNs in the adult rat; \[[@ref038]\]). Adult-born GCN physiology, plasticity, and circuitry may continually evolve for at least 3 months \[[@ref052]\].

![Distinct morphological and electrophysiological properties of newly born and mature GCNs in the adult PND125 rat. (a, b Modified from \[[@ref094]\]. To achieve distinction of newly born GCNs, we injected 12 week old rats with retrovirus (RV) expressing mCherry (*RV-mC*) into the hilus of the DG (RV was generously provided by Dr. Bryan Luikart, Dartmouth Geisel School of Medicine, 5*μ*l of 5×10^8^ infectious units per ml; AP, -- 3.8; ML,±2.7; DV, -- 3.3; relative to bregma). RV-mC selectively infects actively dividing cells at the time of injection and the infected cells express mCherry for the rest of their lifespan. This strategy allows us to distinguish newly born GCNs from mature (pre-existing, unlabeled) GCNs, and target for histochemical \[[@ref094]\] and electrophysiological \[[@ref129]\] analysis. a) 3D Sholl analysis of dendritic arborization of apical dendrites of mature (Golgi-Cox labeled) and newly born (21-day-old RV-mC labeled) GCNs in the DG of adult male rats. *n* = 24--28 neurons from 6--8 rats. ^\*^*p* \< 0.05 vs. newly born GCNs by two-way ANOVA repeated measures. b) Structure of mature (black) and newly born (red) GCNs from Sholl analysis. c) Coronal section through the DG indicating the granule cell layer (GCL) with GCNs used for electrophysiology. Top panel shows image acquired under infrared differential interference contrast optics, and bottom panel shows image acquired under fluorescence optics. White cell is labeled with RV-mC. Recording pipette is also shown in both panels. Scale bar is 15*μ*m, applies to both panels. d) Traces representative of action potentials elicited by depolarizing current injections from mature (RV-mC negative) and newly born (RV-mC positive) GCNs. e) x-y graph of number of action potential spikes over increasing current injections in mature and newly born GCNs. Newly born GCNs showed a trend towards higher number of spikes compared with mature GCNs (*p* = 0.059 by repeated measures two-way ANOVA). f) Representative traces of sEPSCs in mature and newly born GCNs. g-h) Quantitative data for sEPSC frequency (g) and average amplitude (h) of GCNs. *n* = 16 neurons from 4 rats for mature GCNs, *n* = 4 neurons from 2 rats for newly born GCNs. ^\*^*p* \< 0.05 vs. mature GCNs by unpaired t test.](bpl-3-bpl170058-g001){#bpl-3-bpl170058-g001}

![Septal inputs to the molecular layer and SGZ of the DG in the adult PND125 rat. To identify whether forebrain neurons project axons to the GCNs in adult 12 week old rats, we determined the forebrain afferent inputs from the medial septum into the molecular layer of the DG (a-j). To achieve this, we performed dual virus labeling, using an adeno-associated virus (AAV) that is transported anterogradely down the axon for terminal activation \[[@ref130]\], and pseudorabies virus bartha-152 (PRV) that is selectively transported retrogradely and labels cell bodies (Card & Enquist, 2014). We injected synapsin driven AAV1 with the capacity for optogenetic activation (AAV1-Syn-ChrimsonR-tdTomato.WPRE.bGH Cat\# AV-1-PV3447; Penn Vector Core; *AAV-tdT*) into the medial septum (4*μ*l of 2×10^13^ infectious units per ml; AP, +0.2; ML,±0; DVs, -- 6.2, -- 6.8, -- 7.2; relative to bregma; a, c) three weeks prior to PRV injections into the molecular layer of the DG (PRV-152-EGFP was provided by Dr. J. Patrick Card, University of Pittsburgh viral vector core; 1*μ*l of 3×10^10^ infectious units per ml; AP, -- 4.3; ML,±2.6; DVs, -- 2.8, -- 3.0, -- 3.2; relative to bregma; *PRV-GFP*; a, c). Rats were euthanized 30 h after the PRV-GFP injection to maintain labeling of direct inputs to the DG \[[@ref133]\]. (a) Sagittal view of the adult rat brain indicating injection sites for AAV-tdT (red) and PRV-GFP (green). (b) Section of the dorsal hippocampus indicating the regions of the hippocampus, CA1, hilus (Hil) and CA3. Arrow head points to PRV-GFP labeled neurons in the CA3 region. (c-e) Confocal images of AAV-tdT and PRV-GFP in the medial septum indicating strong signal of neurons labeled with AAV-tdT (c), PRV-GFP (d) and co-labeling in (e). (f-g) Zoomed in section of the molecular layer of the DG in (b) showing axonal labeling with AAV-tdT. (h-j) Zoomed in section of the medial septum and horizontal nucleus of the diagonal band showing co-labeling of PRV-GFP and AAV-tdT in the neurons. Thin arrow points to co-labeled cell. Scale bar in b is 200*μ*m, applies b-e. Scale bar in b is 40*μ*m in f-j.](bpl-3-bpl170058-g002){#bpl-3-bpl170058-g002}

![Methamphetamine (Meth) self-administration (SA) effects the birth and differentiation of neural progenitor cells and neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus in adult rats. (a) Stages of adult hippocampal neurogenesis. Type 1 putative stem-like cells rarely label with BrdU. BrdU will label rapidly-dividing Type 2 and some Type 3 cells. (b) Endogenous marker Ki-67 labels Types 1, 2, and some Type 3 cells. DCX+ immature neurons can be further divided into younger (Type 3+ve) and older (Type 3-ve). BrdU labeling over a time course will determine whether a cell is dividing (2 h-- 4 d), differentiating (6--10 d) or surviving (20&60 d) post injection. (c-e) Schematic of HR MethSA-induced inhibition of DG neurogenesis and abstinence from HR MethSA-induced aberrant survival of newly born progenitors. (c) Normal levels of cells in each stage of neurogenesis. (d) HR MethSA-induced reduction in the levels of cell division (pink cells), maturation (green cells) differentiation (blue cells) and survival (pale cells) compared with normal control levels. (e) Abstinence-induced increase in cell division, and aberrant survival of newly born progenitors (brown cells) compared with normal control levels.](bpl-3-bpl170058-g003){#bpl-3-bpl170058-g003}

Newly born GCNs are part of an elaborate neural circuitry receiving sequential innervation from structures important for learning and memory function. For example, newly born GCNs receive inputs from septal-hippocampal neurons, transient innervation from mature GCNs, as well as direct feedback from CA3 pyramidal neurons \[[@ref052]\]. Newly born GCNs receive direct robust input from septal cholinergic neurons, which may be important during the maturation process ([Fig. 2](#bpl-3-bpl170058-g002){ref-type="fig"} shows septal inputs to the molecular layer and SGZ of the DG in the adult rat). It is possible that newly born GCNs receive septal cholinergic innervation at earlier developmental stages \[[@ref053]\], as neurotoxic cholinergic forebrain lesions decrease cell proliferation and neurogenesis in the DG \[[@ref054]\], whereas activation of the cholinergic system with donezepil increases new cell survival \[[@ref056]\]. After about a month, inputs from perirhinal (PRH) and lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC) become substantial inputs to the newly born GCNs \[[@ref052]\], and these are brain areas relevant to the integration of novel sensory and environmental information as well as for processing novel object recognition and familiarity. Additionally, there is stronger input from LEC rather than medial entorhinal cortex (MEC; a region that contains grid cells that are involved in spatial position information) which provides different types of information and may facilitate the role of newly born GCNs in pattern separation. Disruption of new GCN circuitry by PRH/LEC lesions as well as knockdown of adult neurogenesis by focal x-irradiation in the DG led to deficits in fine discrimination in the touchscreen task \[[@ref052]\]. Experiments in which neurogenesis is reduced followed by testing in contextual fear conditioning paradigms or the radial arm maze provide support for a role of newly born GCNs in fine contextual discrimination \[[@ref058]\]. In contrast, enhancement of neurogenesis results in improved pattern separation \[[@ref061]\]. These evidences raise the possibility that newly born GCNs may process contextual rather than spatial path integration information.

METHAMPHETAMINE IS A POTENT PSYCHOSTIMULANT {#sec0020}
===========================================

Meth is a highly addictive psychostimulant drug, which normally takes either a form of white, odorless, bitter-tasting powder/pill or a crystal which looks like glass fragment or shiny, bluish-white rock. Meth is chemically similar to amphetamine, a drug used to treat attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder and narcolepsy. Negative affect in humans is a consequence of chronic Meth abuse, and symptoms include anxiety, confusion, insomnia, mood disturbances, and violent behavior in addition to a number of psychotic features including paranoia, visual and auditory hallucinations, and delusion \[[@ref063]\].

In animal models, Meth directly alters the function of neurons by facilitating abundant release of the neurotransmitters such as dopamine, serotonin, and noradrenaline from presynaptic storage sites at the nerve terminals. Overwhelming accumulation of monoamines in the nerve terminals result in structural and functional alterations in neurons located at many regions of the brain that are involved in reward-, pleasure-, motivation-pathway, and memory which may account for many emotional and cognitive deficits associated with Meth addiction-like behavior \[[@ref065]\].

Evidence from clinical and preclinical studies have demonstrated that Meth addiction and addiction-like behavior is linked to a decreased volume of limbic-related structures \[[@ref069]\], altered hippocampal morphology \[[@ref071]\], and hippocampal-related deficits in learning and memory \[[@ref073]\]. Given the fact that the hippocampus plays an essential role in learning and memory processes \[[@ref009]\] and increasing number of evidence suggests that adult hippocampal neurogenesis is a critical element in hippocampus-dependent learning and memory \[[@ref079]\], it is important to evaluate Meth-induced maladaptive plasticity in the hippocampus via alteration in adult neurogenesis and how it contributes to the addictive process.

RODENT MODELS OF METHAMPHETAMINE ADDICTION {#sec0025}
==========================================

An increase in Meth availability, or a history of Meth intake, has been shown to accelerate the development of dependence in humans \[[@ref082]\]. In rats, an extended duration of access to Meth (6 hr/day) for a few sessions produces escalation in Meth self-administration (MethSA) \[[@ref073]\], demonstrating dramatic increases in drug intake over time that mirror maladaptive patterns of Meth intake in humans and therefore addiction-like behavior in animals. It has been demonstrated that excessive drug taking in addicted animals via extended access schedule involves important perturbations in the stress response systems, and contributes to both the positive reinforcement associated with impulsivity (binge stage of the addiction cycle) and the negative reinforcement of the withdrawal/negative affect stage of the addiction cycle and closely mimic the human patterns of self-administration and addiction \[[@ref002]\]. This pattern of excessive drug taking, therefore, is designed to study addiction-like behavior. MethSA with extended access, therefore, has significant clinical relevance, and provides a useful approach to understanding the neurobiological mechanisms underlying excessive and compulsive intake \[[@ref093]\]. Taken together, MethSA with extended access represents a particularly suitable model for testing our hypothesis that alterations in adult neurogenesis in the DG caused by Meth are partially responsible for the addictive behavior. Findings from our laboratory show that rats that experienced extended access MethSA either showed compulsive-like MethSA (high responders, HR) or noncompulsive-like MethSA (low responders, LR) based on escalation criteria \[[@ref094]\]. After MethSA sessions, HR and LR were withdrawn from Meth and after a period of protracted abstinence (22 days; a timeframe required for preneuronal progenitor cells to become newly born GCNs), all animals were tested for reinstatement of drug seeking in an A-B-A self-administration (context A)-extinction (context B)-reinstatement (context A) paradigm \[[@ref095]\]. Most notable is that, HR rats with higher levels of MethSA also exhibit a higher propensity for context-driven reinstatement of Meth-seeking after a period of abstinence \[[@ref094]\]. These findings support previous studies that have reported higher reinstatement of cocaine seeking in HR cocaine animals \[[@ref096]\] and demonstrate that animals with preferentially higher levels of drug intake are powerful models for identifying neurobiological factors involved in the acquisition, maintenance and risk of relapse and provide a means to increase our understanding of addiction-like behaviors using rodent models.

ROLE OF ADULT NEUROGENESIS IN THE DG IN METH SEEKING {#sec0030}
====================================================

Recent evidence from our laboratory and others demonstrate that adult neurogenesis could be involved in the altered neuroplasticity in the DG that underlies Meth addiction. Experimenter-delivered \[[@ref098]\] and self-administered Meth \[[@ref071]\] in rodents negatively impact proliferation, survival, and neurogenesis of neural stem cells in the DG. Experimenter-delivered and MethSA produces hippocampal cell death \[[@ref071]\], suggesting a potential role for cell death in Meth-induced reduction of neurogenesis. Recent studies from others and our laboratory have explored the cellular mechanisms underlying Meth-induced inhibition of neurogenesis. Experimenter-delivered Meth decreased 1-day-old and 7-day-old 5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine cells \[BrdU; single injection of BrdU labels synthesis (S) phase neural stem cells, and the age of the cell at the time of euthanasia determines proliferation (2 h-- 4 d), differentiation and maturation (6--10 d), and survival and integration (20--60 d) stages \[[@ref102]\]\], suggesting that Meth inhibited the proliferation and differentiation of neural stem cells \[[@ref098]\]. Our work shows that MethSA in HR rats decreased the number of 2 h-old BrdU cells, Ki-67-labeled dividing cells \[Ki-67 is expressed in actively dividing neural stem cells and provides an estimate of *net* proliferation \[[@ref104]\]\], reduced the levels of doublecortin (DCX)-labeled immature neurons \[DCX is expressed in cells committed to a neuronal phenotype \[[@ref102]\]\] and decreased the number of 28-day old BrdU cells during Meth experience, indicating that MethSA inhibits the proliferation, differentiation, maturation and survival of neural stem cells \[[@ref071]\] ([Fig. 3](#bpl-3-bpl170058-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Detailed cell cycle kinetic analysis demonstrates that reduced proliferation in HR MethSA rats was attributed to reduced levels of progenitors in the S phase of the cell cycle without significant modifications in the length of the S phase of the cell cycle \[[@ref086]\]. Additional findings indicate that HR MethSA reduces net proliferation of progenitors and immature neurons by reducing the number of actively dividing preneuronal neuroblasts and increasing the number of dividing preneuronal progenitor cells \[[@ref086]\], suggesting that a decrease in the number of progenitors and immature neurons, to a large degree, is attributable to the decrease in the ability of neuroblasts to divide and produce stable progenitor cells that survive as immature neurons \[[@ref071]\]. However, abstinence from HR MethSA increases net proliferation of progenitors and survival of newly born GCNs, suggesting that cell intrinsic signals that maintain cell proliferation are differentially regulated during abstinence from HR MethSA \[[@ref074]\] ([Fig. 3](#bpl-3-bpl170058-g003){ref-type="fig"}).

Additional findings from our laboratory have demonstrated that adult neurogenesis in the DG is strongly influenced by Meth-taking behavior and moreover, plays a critical role in Meth-seeking behavior \[[@ref094]\]. HR MethSA followed by protracted abstinence revealed enhanced neurogenesis (increase in BrdU positive neurons), neuronal activation of GCNs indicated by increase in Fos expression, and compulsive-like contextual-driven Meth reinstatement. Notably, systemic administration of the drug Isoxazole-9 \[Isx-9; a synthetic small molecule known to alter neurogenesis in the adult rodent brain \[[@ref106]\]\] during protracted abstinence blocked enhancement of hippocampal adult neurogenesis, neuronal activation, and compulsive-like contextual-driven Meth reinstatement in HR MethSA rats. In addition, Isx-9 treatment inhibited the modulation of morphological plasticity by Meth, such as reduced arborization, reduced dendritic extent in distal dendrites, and reduced spine density observed in both mature (Golgi-Cox labeled) and newly born GCNs (identified by retro-viral labeling). Lastly, the expression of synaptic proteins associated with learning and memory in DG were altered by Isx-9 (density of total GluN2B was reduced and phosphorylated GluN2B (at Tyr1472) and phosphorylated CaMKII (at Thr286) was enhanced) indicating enhanced activity of plasticity-related proteins \[[@ref094]\]. These findings suggest that a subset of newly born GCNs in the DG could directly contribute to Meth-seeking behavior by altering the plasticity in the DG \[[@ref094]\].

In the context of the above hypothesis, our laboratory used a pharmacogenetic model to examine the direct role of adult neurogenesis during protracted abstinence from HR MethSA in compulsive-like contextual-driven Meth reinstatement. A GFAP-TK rat \[[@ref107]\] was used to conditionally ablate neurogenesis in the DG \[[@ref105]\]. Male GFAP-TK rats were trained to self-administer Meth on an extended access schedule of reinforcement followed by protracted abstinence, extinction, and reinstatement. During acute withdrawal, GFAP-TK rats were administered with the antiviral drug valganciclovir (Valcyte) to induce apoptosis in actively dividing GFAP type 1 radial glia-like stem cells. Valcyte treatment was continued during abstinence to inhibit adult neurogenesis (indicated by significant decrease in number of cells expressing NeuroD and DCX). Valcyte treatment prevented compulsive-like contextual-driven Meth seeking, and these behavioral effects correlated with reduced or abolished neurogenesis in the DG and reduced activation of CaMKII in the DG. These findings indicate a direct role of newly born GCNs in the DG in context-driven Meth-seeking behavior \[[@ref105]\].

HR MethSA also alters the functional plasticity of mature GCNs \[[@ref108]\]. The electrophysiological findings from mature GCNs from HR MethSA rats indicate that these neurons have dysregulated neuronal functioning in the basal state and altered functional plasticity that correlated with context-driven Meth seeking. For example, mature GCNs from reinstated rats have an increased level of spontaneous glutamatergic activity as compared to controls with enhanced frequency and amplitude of sEPSCs, indicating that HR MethSA alters the functional plasticity of mature GCNs \[[@ref108]\]. EPSCs of mature GCNs are modulated by newly born GCNs \[[@ref109]\]. Therefore, it is possible that aberrant neurogenesis in HR MethSA rats during protracted abstinence could be modulating the basal synaptic properties of mature GCNs. In addition to altered spontaneous glutamatergic activity in mature GCNs, context-driven reinstatement in HR MethSA rats also correlated with altered active and passive membrane properties of mature GCNs, where mature GCNs had reduced number of action potential generation with increased depolarizing current injections compared to controls. It is possible that newly born GCNs during abstinence could affect synaptic transmission in the DG and contribute to the altered intrinsic properties of mature GCNs. Therefore, we demonstrate that new born and mature GCNs differ in intrinsic and synaptic properties in adult rats ([Fig. 1](#bpl-3-bpl170058-g001){ref-type="fig"}), receive synaptic inputs from regions involved in learning and memory ([Fig. 2](#bpl-3-bpl170058-g002){ref-type="fig"}) and support previous findings in young adult rats \[[@ref110]\] and mice \[[@ref049]\]. In the context of forebrain inputs to the hippocampus, cholinergic neurons from the medial septum have been demonstrated to be involved in the processes that underlie cocaine reward and addiction \[[@ref115]\]. Given that psychostimulants cocaine and Meth produce similar neurobiological alterations in the reward and relapse circuitry, future studies are required to determine whether HR MethSA distinctly alters basal synaptic properties, intrinsic properties of new born GCNs and the forebrain-hippocampal circuitry underlying these effects.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS {#sec0035}
=============================

Evidence accumulated over the past four decades shows that neural stem cells populate in the subgranular zone of the hippocampal DG, where they give rise to GCNs throughout adulthood. Adult neurogenesis in the DG is found in all mammalian species examined, including humans \[[@ref118]\], and play an essential role in learning and memory. In addition, hippocampal adult neurogenesis may also serve to replace GCNs damaged by brain disorders, including addiction to illicit drugs. Whether they do replace dying or diseased cells, and if so to what extent, and their functional significance are questions currently receiving intense research focus in several brain disorders \[[@ref033]\]. During maturation, newly born GCNs exhibit, low input specificity, elevated intrinsic excitablility, reduced GABA-mediated inhibition, and enhanced capacity to undergo activity-dependent synaptic plasticity \[[@ref110]\]. The increase in excitability of newly born GCNs suggests functional contribution of neurogenesis to the DG-dependent memory function \[[@ref121]\]. Furthermore, these newly born GCNs can modify excitatory synaptic transmission to pre-existing mature GCNs, specifically the excitatory perforant path fiber inputs from the EC to the mature GCNs. For example, enhanced number of newly generated GCNs is associated with reduced excitatory synaptic transmission to mature GCNs mediated by fewer functional synapses, whereas ablation of newly born GCNs is accompanied by increased excitatory synaptic transmission to mature GCNs with no change in intrinsic properties and inhibition \[[@ref109]\]. Computational and behavioral models combined with electrophysiological findings indicate that the DG participates in an array of behaviors to assist with hippocampal dependent spatial memory \[[@ref062]\]. For example, mature GCNs in the DG communicate with CA3 neurons, mossy cells and hilar interneurons to modulate interference between similar spatial inputs via cognitive discrimination. Furthermore, newly born GCNs modulate sparseness of activity of mature GCNs through recruitment of feedback inhibition, and via adaptive changes to DG network excitability affect and strengthen cognitive discrimination \[[@ref122]\]. Adult neurogenesis may also enable animals to distinguish related stimuli and events rapidly, and support contextual discrimination. In addition to their role in discrimination, new evidence supports the functional significance of neurogenesis in hippocampal memory clearance \[[@ref124]\], suggesting that endogenous alterations in neurogenesis and DG excitability could contribute to memory-related disorders \[[@ref126]\].

Recent studies are beginning to understand the neural circuits that regulate the function of newly born GCNs. Anatomical and physiological evidence demonstrates that forebrain septal inputs directly activate the mature GCNs and connect to newly born GCNs, increasing the level of afferent excitatory input and thereby granule cell discharge \[[@ref052]\]. However, the functional significance of neural circuits that regulate activity of newborn GCNs in modulating DG dependent behaviors is unclear and is under investigation. Future studies should focus on circuitry-level analysis of newly born GCNs, and their role in regulating complex behavior patterns, including drug-seeking behaviors. Such studies could assist with understanding the neurobiology of addiction and open novel therapeutic strategies to treat relapse stage of addiction.
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